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THE LUNCHBOX EDITION

The school lunch
merry-go-round!
BLOOM

NUTRITION

STUDIO

Preparing school lunch boxes can feel a little like
ground hog day. And no wonder, as kids go to school for
around 200 days per year! But fear not... if you're in need
of a little school lunch inspo, you've come to the right
place!
Bloom's winter newsletter for 2019 is all about lunches and
lunch boxes. Get ready for the low down on the boxes we
love, and how to fill them with nutritious, tasty food your
kids actually want to eat! Favourite sandwich fillings, great
non-sandwich lunch ideas, dietitian approved packaged
snacks, and more.
We hope our tips and tricks help hit the spot.

x Angela & Julia
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Simple tips and
tricks for luncbox
success
BLOOM

NUTRITION

STUDIO

It's the little things that make the difference. And sometimes the
key to success is just keeping things simple!
Our little lunchbox tip-list is here to help make packing lunches
easy, and get your little ones eating well when they're away from
home.
Planning:
Try to include something for the major food groups by
thinking GO, GROW, GLOW:
~GO: grains in the form of breads and cereals,
~GROW: protein foods from meat, legumes, dairy or alternatives,
~GLOW: fill up on plenty of vibrant fruit and vegetables.
Packing:
~Choose easy to open containers or packages,
~Offer food cut up into easily managable pieces if your child still
needs it.
~And don't forget to pack utensils!
Got a fussy eater or special food needs?
~If you are including new foods you want your child to try and
eat, keep the portion small to avoid overwhelm and waste.
~Make sure you include something you know your child will eat
to avoid them going hungry.
~If your child is on a special diet, it helps to include something
they think of as special or fun, to avoid them looking outside their
own lunch for something to eat.
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Above all, remember:
~Keep it easy - easy for you to prep, easy for them to eat!
~A lunchbox doesn't need to be insta worthy to be tasty and
nutritious.
~If youre happy with what's in there and your kids will give it a
go, then that's what counts!

NON-SANDWICH LUNCHES FOR
YOUR LITTLE ONES

angela @ bloom
While I love a good sandwich for lunch, I definitely wouldn't want to eat one every day of the year,
and many kids are the same! If you find your tribe are regularly coming back home with a whole lot
more than the crusts, it may be time to switch things up in the lunchbox department.

There are lots of great, easy ideas for filling tummies and fuelling playtime that can be included in
your kids lunchbox. Some ideas we love include:

*mini pizzas - use premade bases like pita, naan, english muffins or try your own pizza base
recipe, and add your favourite toppings.
*savoury scrolls made with bread dough and fillings like cheese and spinach, hawaiian,
bolognaise, or margherita.
*taco "boats", using stand-and-stuff soft taco cups, filled with your kids favourite protein and
veggies
*wrapped up lunches, easy for little fingers, like sushi, cold rolls and flat bread wraps
*mini ploughman's lunch - nitrate free ham, boiled egg, olives, pickles and veggie sticks, served
with some sliced bread or grainy crackers works a treat.
*cold dinner leftovers - make a little extra the night before, and make sure you choose items that can
survive the rough and tumble of the lunch box, or the right container to keep it all together. We love things
like chicken drumsticks, schnitzel strips, boiled eggs, dumplings, fritata/quiche/zuchinni slice, homemade
fish fingers, or haloumi strips, all served with a little salad or veggie sticks.

Like a hot lunch?
Try thermos fillers to warm little hands and tummies on winter school days. We like left over pasta with your
favourite veggie loaded sauce and a little cheese, or homemade soups like chicken and veg, pumpkin,
lentil, potato & chickpea, cauliflower... the list is endless!

Whatever your family's favourite is, if possible try to make in bulk and freeze to use for lunches ahead. They
make for great options to use for when your little ones need a bit of extra variety... or for when you run out
of bread!
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The
Best Sandwiches
for School
FROM

ALL

THE

BLOOM

CREW!

Stuck in a cheese and vegemite rut?
In order to share a little inspo this winter,
we've let you know our favourite fillings. We
asked our readers to share the love, and let us
know their kid's favourite lunchbox
sandwiches too.
And here are some of the results!

Guacamole and Cheese

Grated carrot and

Nitrate free bacon,

Fruit bread with ricotta

Ham and cheese

cream cheese

lettuce & tomato "BLT"

and banana

Egg, mayo and lettuce

Tuna, mayo & lettuce

Turkey & cranberry

Hummus & baby spinach

Sunflower seed butter and

Fig paste & blue cheese

sauce

Leftover chicken & mayo

chia jam "PB&J"

Tomato paste &

Leftover roast potato

Curried egg

Chicken, hummus, egg,

mozzarella

& halloumi

Reduced fat salami,

avocado & lettuce

Cheese & pickles

Leftover schnitzel &

cheese and lettuce

cucumber
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A little ray of
lunch box
sunshine
ANGELA

@

BLOOM

Most kids go weak at the knees for a little bit of home baked goodness in their lunch box!
As we've shared many times before, adding some home cooked snacks is a great way of making sure
kids snacks are nutrient packed, and also free of any added colours, flavours or preservatives that
they don't need.
Home baked treats are also a great way to save money. Buying in bulk and making yourself is often
much cheaper than purchasing prepared snack foods.
With that in mind it's natural to feel that you only want to spend your time making something
nutritious if they will actually eat it! Each family is different, so it can take a little trial and error to
find the flavours they love. But here are two simple, tasty, nutritious snacks my kids are loving right
now. They both add a little warmth and sunshine to their winter lunch boxes!

TROPICAL LUNCH BOX MUFFINS

HOME MADE APPLE PIE FRUIT LEATHER

240g no added sugar mango yoghurt

Peel and chop apples and pears to remove the skin and

(I use 5am Brand which is just natural yogurt

core (any varieties will do, and its a great way to use

and mango purée.)

up fruit that has overstayed its welcome in the fruit

2 eggs

bowl!).

1 tsp natural coconut essence
1/2 c MCT Rich liquid coconut oil
( or a light olive oil would be ok too )
3 small mashed ripe bananas
1 3/4 c wholemeal self raising flour
1/2 c brown sugar

Simmer the chopped fruit with a small amount of
water (I add 1/2 cup to about about 8 cups of chopped
fruit), a squeeze of lemon or lime juice, and a teaspoon
or two of ground cinnamon. Once cooked through,
puree. (A thermomix is great for this if you have one).
Spread the puree mixture over baking paper on a

Mix yougurt, eggs, coconut essence, oil and
mashed bananas together in a bowl.
Sift over the wholemeal self raising flour and
sugar. Fold to combine.
Fill muffin pans with liners and then the muffin
mixture.
Bake at 180 degrees 20-25 mins.

cookie sheet, and bake in a slow oven (around 120130C), until the extra water is cooked out. Check it
regularly. It should be set firm and slightly sticky to
touch, but not completely dry and crisp! This will take
a few hours depending on your oven.
Once ready, remove from the oven to cool. Use kitchen
scissors to cut the fruit leather, still on the baking
paper, into strips. Store in a dry container ready to
pop in the next lunchbox!

Our Pick of the
Best Packaged
Snacks for Kids
Julia @ Bloom

If you’ve been following Bloom for a while you’ll know that I like to
make a lot of my children’s snacks. I do this to maximise the
nutrients in their snack choices whilst minimising less desirable
nutrients such as salt, sugar, fat and refined carbohydrates.
For young children who need to eat regularly, snacks form a large
part of their daily diet and should really represent our major food
groups as much as possible, not something just grabbed in haste to
fill a hole.
Even with great planning and preparation there are still weeks
where I might find I have nothing on hand, or I just don’t want to or
have time to cook. In these situations I turn to a selection of prepackged snacks from the supermarket that still offer plenty of
nutrition. I also like to alternate my home cooked choices with
purchased snacks to mix things up a bit and ensure the kids don’t
get bored of the same old thing.
To help you make smart choices in the supermarket we’ve come up
with this list of Bloom approved snacks.
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Our Pick of the
Best Packaged
Snacks for Kids

Julia @ Bloom

1. Roasted nori sheets - These are a great source of iodine. 1 small 2g packet provides 30% of a
young child’s daily iodine requirement. It should be noted that these are very high in salt but as the
serving size is so small (8g) the total quantity of salt consumed is small.
2. Fruit/Raisin bread - I’ve always got a loaf in my freezer. Sure it has some added sugar, but
most of the sugar comes from the added dried fruit. It’s low GI, filling and has around 120 calories
per buttered slice (1 slice is plenty for a recess snack). Tip top have alsohave a wholemeal Raisin
toast and that’s got my tick of approval
3. Cheese and Crackers - Not all crackers are created equal though. You definitely want to focus
on buying a wholegrain variety (look for those with at least 4g of fibre per 100g) and with a sodium
content less than 400mg/100g (harder to find).
My top picks would be Ryvita wholegrain crisp breads, Vita-Wheat crisp bread range and crackers
and the Mary’s Gone Crackers range (although please note these are a more expensive option).
Team with your child’s preferred cheese and you have a filling snack option high in fibre, B vitamins,
Omega 3 fatty acids (from the seeds), calcium, phosphorus and magnesium.
3. Roasted or puffed Chickpeas and Fava Beans
The crunchy texture of these products will appeal to many kids.
These also hit the mark for fibre content, sodium and overall calories, not to mention they also count
towards your child’s daily intake of vegetables!
4. Popcorn
Another option that’s sure to be a hit with most kids that is filling and high in fibre. I’d recommend
you check what type of oil your popcorn is cooked in (or better yet go for air popped, although many
kids may find this too bland) and avoid any cooked in palm oil (a saturated fat we want to avoid).
Also look for those with a lower sodium content, ideally less than 400mg per 100g. I’d also stay
away from any of the sweetened varieties, children don’t need the extra sugar in these products.
My pick would be CobsR natural sea salt variety. I buy it in the large packs and portion it out to save
money, but if you’re really low on time you may prefer the individually packed option
5. Coles “buddy” dried fruit and seed packets - with a few varieties on offer there should be
something here that most kids will like. Some varieties contain “fun” foods like mini marshmallows
and chocolate buds. This personally doesn’t bother me and I find the inclusions of some fun foods
in a trail mix makes it more likely my kids will eat the whole thing.
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Our Pick of the
Best Packaged
Snacks for Kids

Julia @ Bloom

6. Weetbix mini breakfast biscuits - These multi-pack biscuits have just over 1 teaspoon of sugar per
packet but best of all they have 2.8 g fibre, more than most other snack biscuits on the market. They are
also fortified with iron and a range of B vitamins. BelVita also make a similar biscuit however with 3
teaspoons of sugar per packet they are my second choice, although I it should be noted that they
contain more fibre at 4g per packet.
7. Milk boxes/Smoothies - Devondale mini milk boxes are a perfect option to deliver a hit of calcium
(and protein) to your child’s lunchbox. As they are long life milks you don’t have to worry if they get
warm. The Devondale Moo flavoured milks have around 1 tsp of sugar per 100g which is not bad given
that this product also contains lots of other worthwhile nutrients. Sippah straws are another quick option
to pop in the lunchbox with a thermos of plain milk and contain less than 1/2 teaspoon per straw. Nudie
also released a range of long life brekkie smoothies in flavours such as banana and mixed berry. They
are sweetened with maple syrup and have around 1.5 teaspoons of sugar per 100ml.
8. Dried Fruit straps - eg “Fruit Wise” and “Bear Yo Yo’s. Both brands are made from 100%
dehydrated fruit with no added sugars or fillers. Per serve these products contain about 1/2 the calories
of a fresh piece of fruit. Most people don’t find them as filling as eating fresh fruit (because the water
content has been removed from them) and of course being quite sticky they aren’t a great option for
your child’s teeth. I wouldn’t make this your every day fruit option but they’re a reasonable back up.
9. Date and seed based bites/bars and protein balls - eg Kez’s kitchen lamington bars. If you are
buying these sorts of products check the ingredient list and try and avoid those with added sweeteners
such as honey or rice syrup. Most of these products are quite pricey and I feel you could make a similar
version yourself for much less but for those busy times they are a handy option.
10. Messy Monkeys - Out of all the flavoured savoury snacks/biscuits on the market for children these
would probably be my pick. They are high in fibre (2g per serve) and don’t contain artificial flavours or
flavour enhancers. The salt and fat content is however quite high (as are many other similar products in
this category). My biggest concern with savoury salty snacks for children is that it tends to program their
taste buds to want more salty highly flavoured foods and these flavours aren’t found in natural whole
foods. I personally try to limit flavoured snack foods in preference for the plain varieties.
11. Mini dips and baby cucumbers - we love the Obela mini dips for the convenience of their grab and
go size! Keep and pack of baby cuqs (cucumbers) on hand and have you have a super healthy snack
prepared in 30 seconds!

How to Pack a
Healthy Lunchbox
when you have a
Fussy Eater

JULIA

@

BLOOM

NUTRITION

STUDIO

If you have a fussy eater, you’re not alone. My own children are all fussy
to some degree and have definite lists of things they do and do not like
(or as I prefer to say, are still learning to like). As a paediatric dietitian I
have a tool box of strategies that I can dip into to try and get them to
include more new foods in their diet and help make eating a
harmonious and pleasant opportunity for us all. Don’t get me wrong,
feeding my family is still hard work, it requires a lot of planning,
patience and perseverance. Fussy eating generally isn’t cured
overnight, but with the right strategies it is something that will
improve.
Here are some strategies that might help you pack a healthier lunchbox
for your fussy eater….
Packing Map - In our introduction we talked about including foods
from each of the “grow, glow and go” categories. Take this a step
further and create a packing map or guide with your child. Explain to
them that their lunch box needs to include at least one item from each
of the following food groups: Fruit, Vegetables, Dairy (or dairy
equivalent), Protein and Wholegrains. Get them to suggest fruits,
vegetables etc that they are happy to have in their lunchboxes and write
them down. Use this guide to help pack the lunchbox each day. For a
fun and interactive way to create a packing list with your child take a
look at the healthy lunch box builder by the Cancer Council:
www://healthylunchbox.com.au/healthy-lunch-box/.
Or download our Bloom Lunchbox Planner here.
Expose and Explore foods One thing we know about fussy eating is that children need to be
exposed to new foods a LOT of times before they learn to eat it. If
they’ve never seen a capsicum they simply can’t learn to ever eat it! A
small token serving of food in the lunchbox is a great opportunity to
expose your child to new foods. I packed cucumber as small stars or
sticks for about 2 years in one of my child’s lunchboxes before it was
10
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eaten. The trick to this approach is to keep your serving size small
enough that it won’t overwhelm your child and to make sure there are
plenty of other foods in their lunchbox that are preferred items.

How to Pack a
Healthy Lunchbox
when you have a
Fussy Eater
JULIA

@

BLOOM

NUTRITION

STUDIO

Stuck in a rut? Lots of parents tell me that they get stuck in a rut of the same old
vegemite sandwich and a packet of 1 or 2 preferred items. These
parents are often worried that their child will eat nothing if they
change things up. The trick here is to make small but noticeable
changes over a period of time.
Start by getting a new lunchbox (Bento boxes work well for this
approach). Show your child their packet of preferred snack food (eg
tiny teddies) and tip it out into one of the compartments. Next
change the shape of their sandwich with a fancy sandwich cutter or
just do triangles instead of squares. Along with this add a token
new food from one of the food groups above (remember we’re
exposing not expecting that they will eat it). After they’re accepting
these small changes, take it a step further. Switch some or all of the
biscuits for something similar (eg if they like tiny teddies try weetbix mini bite multi packs). Once they’re accepting a rage of similar
biscuits you could even try a home baked snack.
Exposure is again is the key for success here. Why not try a
lunchbox day on the weekend? Put out an assortment of
sandwiches, fruit, veggies and snacks at lunchtime and let every
member of the family packs a lunchbox (you too Mum and Dad).
Then sit down to lunch together or better yet make an occasion out
of it and head out for a picnic. You could even have a lunchbox
dinner one night!
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Get Smart with Snacks If you’re really struggling to get your child to eat fruits or
vegetables then you might need to make your snack choices work
harder. Because young children need to eat regularly, snacks
contribute a large amount of energy and nutrients into the diet. To
help boost my children’s intake of vegetables, I’ll frequently bake
cakes and alike that contain vegetables, fruits, seeds and
wholegrains. Some of our favourites include moist zucchini
chocolate cake, chocolate black bean cup cakes and you can even
make sweet potato brownies! A quick google search will give you
plenty of recipes to try!

How to Pack a
Healthy Lunchbox
when you have a
Fussy Eater
JULIA

@

BLOOM

NUTRITION

STUDIO

Don’t interrogate!
Most parents (myself included) are pretty keen to take a look inside
the lunchbox at the end of the day and see what has (or hasn’t!)
been eaten. It’s pretty depressing when you go to all that hard
work to have most of it come home again. But don’t despair there
are many reasons why your child might be bringing foods back
home. Children’s appetite’s can vary hugely from day to day,
sometimes they simply won’t want to eat as much as you’ve packed.
It’s preferable not to put pressure on your child to eat their entire
lunchbox. Only they know how hungry they are and you need to
trust that they can regulate their own appetite.
They want to play or talk too much. This is usually an issue with
younger kids. Playing with their friends often takes priority to
eating. These kids usually leave school ravenous and do with a
gentle reminder to eat the remainder of their lunchbox on the way
home. Difficulty opening foods is another big one. Check that your
child can open various containers, packets etc before you send
them. For some children the school environment can be a huge
sensory challenge. So many people, so much noise, so many
distractions. If this is your child an occupational of feeding
therapist will be able to work with you and your child’s school to
help manage some of these challenges.
Most kids will bring some food back home at least some of the time.
If your child is bringing their entire lunch home most of the time
it’s probably worth a chat to try and figure out what the problem is.
Outside of that, quizzing children about why the celery sticks are
coming home again generally doesn’t get them to eat or enjoy
them, better to just serve them and let your child decide whether
they want to eat them.
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WHICH LUNCHBOX?

Julia & Angela @
bloom
With so many beautiful lunchboxes on the market it’s hard to know what to buy. Do you go in at the high
end of the market and invest in something that you hope will get your child all the way through school or
do you go with the cheaper options ?
With 8 kids between us, we’ve bought a few lunchboxes in our time. Here’s our list of things to consider
when purchasing a lunchbox.
Bento or regular? - Bento boxes refer to lunchboxes that are divided up into lots of smaller
compartments, like this one from Stuck on You. I personally love Bento boxes for pre-school and kindy
kids. Being able to see everything on display allows young kids to pick and choose from what’s on offer.
Younger kids often find a bulky sandwich with lots of filling a bit of challenge. Bento boxes encourage
you to think outside of the sandwich square and pack a variety of bits pieces, eg you might pack a
boiled egg, wholegrain crackers, cucumber sticks and cut up fruit, job done! Bento boxes are also a
great choice for reducing packaging.
Size - Whilst bento boxes might work for the younger crowd with smaller appetites, they probably won’t
work as well for older children that need more food. Also keep in mind that the lunchbox needs to fit
inside your child’s school bag. My child had his eyes on one this year that was nearly the size of his
school bag!
Cleaning - Whist the American Academy of Paediatrics recommends hand washing plastic items (you
can read more about that here), this may not always be a practical consideration for your family. Keep
in mind whether your lunchbox will fit in the dishwasher and how easy the various dividers and
compartments will be to clean.
leakage - This relates to what you like to pack, but consider that lunchboxes with solid
compartments/walls will be leak proof, whereas those with dividers won’t.
Will you need an insulated bag? - In our hot Australian climate I’d recommend that you purchase an
insulated bag, his will increase the overall size of the lunchbox.
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WHICH LUNCHBOX?

Julia & Angela @
bloom

Here’s a quick guide to some of our favourites:
Stuck On You Bento Box
✔lots of super stylish designs that you can personalise (both the box and the insulated
bag) with your child’s name (no lost property to search for!)
✔leak proof - all the compartments have solid walls and the lid has silicone seal
✔Choice of two trays so you can pack either bento style or the more traditional sandwich
and snack choice
✔ Easy for your child to see what’s on offer
✔Lid is attached
Won’t fit a whole piece of fruit, eg an apple
The trays are quite tricky to dry
Retails for around $50 so at the pricey end of the market (more if you buy the insulated
bag )
Planet Box
✔Made from stainless steel, no plastic
✔stylish with a range of designs to choose from (magnets that attach to the front of the
box)
✔lid is attached so no lost lids
✔ dishwasher safe
✔larger bento style compartments will make the Rover suitable for older kids although
may still not be big enough for those with larger appetites
Wont’ hold a whole piece of fruit (although you could fit an apple in the pocket of the
insulated bag)
Insulated bag has a compartment for an ice brick and elastic bands to hold cutlery
At over $100 for the rover lunchbox and insulated bag, this is certainly one of the more
expensive lunchboxes on the market
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WHICH LUNCHBOX?

Julia & Angela @
bloom

Omie Box
✔Innovative removable thermos means you can send a hot lunch to school in the lunchbox
✔Thermos can be removed so that this compartment can be used for sandwiches etc if you don’t
want to send a hot lunch
✔removable/movable divider allows you to alter the size of the snack compartments (I bought an
extra divider so I can further divide the compartments)
✔ lid has a silicone seal to reduce leakage
No compartment for cutlery
snack compartments are on he smaller side, you may need to send a separate snack box
Personally I’d like see a divider option available for when you’re not using the thermos to give you
more packing options
At around $70 they are again a pricier option
There is no insulated bag for this product
Go Green
Go green lunch boxes are available in a range of sizes, but we use the large.
✔The large size is big, so great for bigger eaters
✔Range of small and large compartment sizes
✔Deep compartments meaning you can fit a whole piece of fruit- eg whole apple and whole
banana
✔Leakproof seals so “wet” ingredients can be packed in compartments without leakage.
✔No small containers needed that can be easily lost
✔Dishwasher safe( although manufacturer recommends hand wash)
✔Comes with stainless steel drink bottle
✔Available as a set with an insulated bag, stainless steel drink bottle and ice pack
✔Lots of different colour boxes and bags so kids know which lunch box is theirs
✘ At the higher price range of $46 for large lunch box & drink bottle or $70 for full set with case.
Smash Box
Smash Enterprises have a huge range of budget friendly lunchboxes. I’ve owned several over the
years and my personal favourites are the Rubbish Free Lunchbox and Switch Up
✔Range of small and large compartment sizes
✔Removable dividers allow you to customise the compartment sizes
✔Included small containers that fit inside the compartments are perfect for a rubbish free
lunchbox
✔You can buy the matching insulated bag for both products
✔budget friendly at under $20
✘ Moveable dividers mean that the Switch up is prone to leaking depending on what you pack
(eg if packing watermelon I would recommend putting it in a separate container)

Enjoy!
x Bloom Nutrition Studio

